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Juliana, My 17 year old daughter struggles to find herself.

Seven months after the Romanian revolution, we found ourselves in the whirlwind
process of adopting two children that were left in one of the hundreds of institutions that
became the shame of Ceausescu’s legacy. We had located an orphanage in Hunedoara, an
industrial city in Transylvania that agreed to let us adopt two of its children. One of these
abandoned children was a big eyed, dark skinned quiet baby girl. We were told that she
was Gypsy, the biological daughter of a local Bulibasha, a leader of the Gypsy clan in the
area. If we were successful in getting the birthparents to allow us to adopt her, we could
complete the adoption. It was working within the Gypsy culture that I became fascinated
and determined to learn more.
With the adoption completed, we were adamant about being totally honest with Juliana
about her birth culture and heritage. We included Romanian and our knowledge of Gypsy
history in her life with us in the US. When she was five, I took her back to Romania to
the hospital and orphanage to help our stories become tangible in her young mind. While
there, I decided to take her back to meet her birth family which turned out to be an
incredible experience for us. Her entire Gypsy clan turned out to meet their “sister,” who
now lived in the US. I took videotape, photos and let Juliana soak up as much as she was
capable of. At one point as her birth mother was holding her, Juliana looked at me and
said, “Thanks, Mom.”
It was the same trip that I introduced Juliana to Vasile Ionescu, the Minority leader in
the Romanian parliament. He and his wife became very close to Juliana and when we
returned to Romania on other humanitarian trips, Juliana would stay with them and
become immersed in the Gypsy life. Proud of her Gypsy roots, we would return to the
US, and Juliana found that in the midst of her classmates and friends she was simply a
girl with dark skin and hair that was often mistaken for being Mexican.
I often went to Juliana’s school and gave talks to her class on adoption and Gypsy
culture. It seemed to help bring misconceptions to light, and she began to feel a bit more
secure in her place among her American friends. As she got older, and we moved from
Stillwater to Austin Texas, She became “one of them,” again mistaken for Mexican.
There were many times that she was approached and spoken to in Spanish, and was given
the look that many people of color are given. On several occasions she would ask me to
make her a tee shirt that said “I am not Mexican, I’m Gypsy.” I knew when we adopted
Juliana, that there would be times that she would feel different from us, but how she was
seeing herself was very different from the little girl who in a checkout line at Wal-Mart
responded to a woman’s question about whether all of the children in the cart were mine.
She looked at her and said with every confidence of a six year old, “In my family, we
come in dark, medium and light!”
Juliana has always been quite the social butterfly and never lacked for friends. Her
passion for soccer began when she was five. We were thrilled that she found something
she not only excelled at but enjoyed. Academics wasn’t easy, and she had to struggle and
work twice as hard as our other children, but it was that determination to do well and
succeed that was her biggest strength. She carried that through in soccer as well, even
coaching a boy’s team before high school. Playing goalie took its toll with several
shoulder injuries finally resulting in surgery her freshman year which knocked her off of

the school team. Without soccer to focus on all she had were academics, that soon began
to falter. In Texas, the high school was enormous with over three thousand children and
Juliana became lost and frustrated. Our decision to have her attend a small private school
in Virginia during her sophomore year not only gave her some stability to excel again,
but prepared her for what was to come.
After I decided to go to India to work in an orphanage with six hundred children this
summer, it seemed a natural leap to take Juliana with me for a few weeks before she
started summer school. She became very excited about the opportunity and began to
discuss it at her school during the spring. At the same time, her “Gypsiness” came into
question again with one of her teachers denying the existence of Gypsies saying that they
were fables and fodder of stories. Not believing what Juliana was telling him gave her
time to question and doubt the truth to what she had always been told. I received an email
from Juliana asking me, “What am I really? What is a Gypsy and what is expected of me
in life?
I had recently given a talk on the history and mysteries of the Gypsies that was taped for
TV in Austin and sent her the DVD to share with her teachers and friends who didn’t
understand. She never showed it to them. During a phone conversation as school was
winding down for the year, I asked her what her passions were. What did she want to do
with her life? Her answer was solid. “I want to work with kids and coach soccer.” So be
it. That is what we will have to create in order for her to fulfill her dreams.
As it would turn out, Jim’s company was opening a new office in India the middle of
May. He would be able to take Juliana to Vijayawada, India on his way and I would have
to follow later. Only four days out of school, she was packed and ready to go. Would she
be able to handle the poverty she will see? Will she roll up her shirtsleeves and do what it
takes to pull her weight? Will she be lost in a world that she has never seen? Could it
bring back a flood of emotions from her past abandonment as an infant in a Romanian
orphanage? Is she mature and confident enough to rise above the human pain she will
see? Am I as her mother doing the right thing for her at this fragile time in her life? I have
to believe that everything will fall into place. As I tell her goodbye, I remind her, “Only
love is real. You are going there to love those children. Do that and you will all win, no
matter what happens.” As my 17 year old daughter walked away I knew neither one of
us would be the same again.

One of the entrances to Daddy’s Home

Juliana with two girls on her soccer team

The Orphanage, “Daddy’s Home” in Vijayawada, India

Arriving in the airport in Hyderabad India, one thing became amazingly clear to both
Juliana and her father Jim. Juliana looked like she was home. She fit in physically unlike
even her place of birth, Romania. Juliana’s birthparents were Calderash, one of the oldest
names in Gypsy history. The Calderash clans were the metal workers when they began in
India over 1300 years ago. We got the name for the large cooking vessel, the cauldron
from their name. As the Calderash Gypsies left India and migrated through Europe, they
taught metal working and became highly sought after for their beautiful workmanship. A
large percentage of them stayed in Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary, as Juliana’s
ancestors did. During the Holocaust, a higher percentage of Gypsies were killed than
Jews in those countries, and entire clans were eliminated. The Gypsies called the Nazi’s,
“Black Boots” as that was all they could see while hiding. Romania was a major stopping
point for the concentration camp trains.
Jim also realized that he didn’t fit in and was immediately given looks of suspicion for
traveling alone with a young “Indian” girl, especially checking into a hotel for the night!
As soon as they entered the gates to Care and Share’s Daddy’s Home, They were
greeted warmly and Juliana was whisked off to the soccer field. The children were
waiting anxiously for the “American soccer player” as they had been told. Her first
assignment was to coach the boys’ team and to teach the sport to the younger kids. In
over 110 degree heat, she got to work running, playing goalie and making a place for
herself. As it turned out, she is now coaching the under 14 team, assisting with the
winning under 15 team, and has started the first girls team. The soccer field is a dirt and
rock plot of land that becomes a mud pit after it rains. The kids play soccer barefooted
with no equipment but their love of the sport to keep them going. It was remarkable to
watch Juliana do the two things that she said were important to her, and what she wanted
to do with her life all in one day; to work with kids and coach soccer. She will definitely
be doing both here at Daddy’s Home.
In the early part of the 1980’s, a priest was helping street kids in Vijayawada, India,
housing up to 45 at a time in his home. In order to help finance their care, he asked
people that he met to give him some money each month. One young man from Italy
became a sponsor and went back to Italy and told his family. His older sister, Carol, who
was born in Chicago, but was raised in Italy, wanted to see the priest and his work. Carol
Faison went to Vijayawada and not only became good friends with the priest, she
sponsored several boys. On one of her many trips to India, she met Noel, an Indian man
who shared in her vision of saving the poor and abandoned. They worked together
opening schools and shelters after the priest passed away gradually collecting over 2000
sponsors for the children they were saving. They created Care and Share Italian Trust,
married, and today they have adopted 20 children, several who now attend universities
and others still at home.
In 1990 they bought land in the state of Andhra Pradesh located on the Deccan
plateau which is the “rice bowl“of India. The per capita income as of 2003 is $503
(World Bank) one of the poorest states; 39% of its population is illiterate and 15% live
below the poverty line for India. Andhra has the highest concentration of HIV infection

in the entire Indian Union. One in ten victims of HIV/AIDS in India live in Pradesh
The compound called Daddy’s Home is outside of the city of Vijayawada. Vijayawada,
with a population of 1.2 million, is one of the largest railway junctions in the nation with
over 200 long distance trains passing through every day, which brings 40,000 people to
the city, and scores of street kids who stay. Slums are everywhere from the bus terminals
to the river Krishna. 320,000 people, approximately 30% of the population, live in over
220 slums that are houses made of scrap plastic, tarp, palm leaves and mud.
In 1989, UNICEF reported that Vijayawada was home to 19,800 street children. The
typical street kid is a boy between the age of 11 and 13. A large majority is Hindu and
belongs to castes that are called “backward” by the government. In 2001, a survey was
conducted by the Forum for Child Rights and counted 235 children on average, 33 a day,
who arrived in Vijayawada railway station in one week. All of these numbers have grown
due to the economy of the poor in India.
Since1991, Carol and Noel have rescued over 700 kids, 500 which found a home inside
the locked gates of Daddy’s Home village. In 1992, they began working in the slums with
intervention programs. The first program was nutrition. They opened a school whose
chief goal was to offer a glass of milk to each child at the end of the day. Many children
attended just to receive the cup of milk. The milk offsets the some of the disastrous
effects of malnutrition. They distribute 32 gallons of milk every day at a cost of $2500
per year.
The second program was to provide medical care to the slum dwellers that lack
sanitation and hygiene that exposes them to disease, many that are contagious. They offer
vaccinations, a weekly doctor visit, medicine, and give dental care to both children and
the adults in the slums .They have treated 1,347 people through their 416 medical camps.
The third program is literacy. Care and Share built a literacy center in four slums to
allow the children to get an educational opportunity. In many of these areas, these literacy
centers are the only buildings that are standing. In 2004, they built a school for 800 kids
in Rajarajeswaripeta, a community that lacks water, toilets and a basic infrastructure. In
all, there are now five literacy centers with 652 boys enrolled and 791 girls.
The fourth program to be used in the community is economic self- sufficiency. By
providing the Slum parents with a way to earn money, they can then feed their families.
Care and Share has provided over 339 men with rickshaws, one of the main modes of
transportation in the cities at a cost of $200 each. For others who work as fruit vendors,
or as ironers, the have provided more than 45 pushcarts and for others, sewing machines.
They also build and custom fit prosthetic limbs and braces for children at no charge.
They have screened 2521 cases and have provided over 1000 calipers, 136 pairs of
crutches, 39 prosthesis and 176 artificial limbs.
During the tsunami in 2004, care and Share helped 4411 families living in costal Andhra.
They gave 146,466 lbs of rice, 22,000 lbs of oil, 4750 gallons of water, 17,241 aluminum
utensils, 3750 vaccinations, 163 new boats, 483 fishing nets and dug 38 new water wells.
Daddy’s Home was built in 1999. It consists of 8 living units for children, a
dispensary, a dining hall and kitchen, a home for the handicapped, a school, a laundry, a
shoe making factory, a tailoring shop where they make their own school uniforms and
backpacks, a facility where they make their own notebooks and workbooks, and a farm.
Daddy’s Home houses over 500 children and is at full capacity.
The number of street children and orphans keeps growing. Recently, Carol and Noel

bought 35 acres in the mangroves near Daddy’s Home to grow into a village called
Butterfly Hill. Two homes are completed, one donated by my friend in Colorado, and
three more are under construction. There is a dining hall and kitchen, a community
building, and a laundry facility that is near completion. A community hospital is in the
planning stages.
If anything can be learned from this, is that yes, one person can change the world.
One can not throw a stone into water without vibrations continuing on.
A new Babies Home is under construction at Daddy’s Home that will house up to 100
babies. New babies are brought to Daddy’s home every week. This is where I have
decided to work when I finally get there.

Children of the milk school

There by the Grace of God Go I: The Abandoned Babies
After two days on airplanes and in airports, we are finally here in Vijayawada, India.
The airport is basically a small building on a huge field with a long ribbon of concrete. It
is slightly reminiscent of Romania in the simple observation of men in military uniforms
lined along the jet way carrying AK47’s. These men are looking quite bored though, as
the searing heat beats down on them. As we leave the plane, I am anxious to see a
familiar face, especially Juliana’s. Outside the doors several people are standing in
anticipated wait, but I don’t recognize a face. As the crowd thins, I catch a glimpse of
Juliana walking towards me and I hug her as though I haven’t seen her in ages. Her hug
for me is real and strong. I know she is much older than she was just a month ago when
she left our Texas home.
Even though I have never met Carol or Noel, the founders of Care and Share, I
immediately know who they are and are greeted with warmth and welcome. Carol is
obviously American looking with one of the most joyful smiles. Her whole face radiates
happiness as she holds a 3 year old child in her arms. “I am honored to meet you.” I tell
her, and she quickly says to me, “No, the honor is mine! Welcome to India and Care and
Share.” We share a look that is understood between two women who have dedicated their
lives to children, and are immediately bonded.
Her husband Noel, an older man with graying hair and a gentle face, reaches for my
hand, smiles warmly, shakes firmly and says softly, “Welcome to Daddy’s Home.” I can
tell that this is how he not only greets me, but also lives his life. “Where are your bags?”
Noel asks me. “None of the six made it.” I tell him. “When we were checking into the
airport in Houston, we checked in at the wrong terminal and ran to the right terminal as
they held the plane for us. We made it but the bags didn’t.” Noel smiles and tells me it
will be several days until we see them again.
As our jeep turns into entrance of Daddy’s Home, a security guard opens the two large
green metal gates and we enter a palm tree lined road of beautiful buildings. Children run
to the car to greet us, gently saying “Good afternoon, Mommy and Daddy! Good
afternoon Sister!’ Carol and Noel have taught the children to address everyone in
authority as Mommy and Daddy if they are older, and brother and sister if they are of the
same age. Juliana is called Sister by all of the children. Corey and I will be Mommy and
Daddy to the children. They are all clean, well dressed and smiling. It was a beautiful
greeting.
We have arrived on a very special day. It is Carol’s birthday and there is a huge party
planned for her tonight in the gym. All 600 children will be there. After Carol shows me
to my room in one of the boy’s dorms and brings me clean clothes and toiletries, we
follow the crowd to the gym. What follows is amazing. There is a magic show, a
ventriloquist, and a talent show given by the children in Carol’s honor. The gym is
packed for 3 hours. Even the youngest children sit quietly, watching and laughing
through the performances. The older boys from Butterfly Hill have several dances to
perform, and they even have some children playing musical instruments. It appears more
like a boarding school than an orphanage. As Carol takes the stage near the end, she
introduces us and asks us to choose one child from the audience to bring up onto the
stage. I reach for a small boy who has not left his seat the entire time. He is covered in

scabs and seems a little timid. All of us with children in tow begin to dance and the other
children cheer. It is magical.
After the first night of good sleep in a while, I went over to the nursery. It is located
in a two story building in the center of the boy’s dorms close to the main office. In
Romania, as you would enter a nursery, there would be chilling silence or screams.
Children would be sitting in cribs rocking in self stimulation of sleeping in urine soaked
sheets. This is not Romania. The toddler children are playing on the floor with toys, being
fed in high chairs or are being played with. The staff are in matching uniforms and
someone is always cleaning. My only concern is that the flies and they are everywhere. I
also see a tiny child very emaciated and obviously too small to be in the room with
rambunctious toddlers. She is on the floor, alone too weak to move.
Juliana is on the floor playing with several children that are climbing all over her. She
has gotten very attached to a blind girl, and a feisty little boy named Tony. She loves
children and seems very comfortable in the center of all the little hands and grabbing
fingers. “You know, Juliana, these children are you,” I tell her. “I know, Mom. I was
them, but I was lucky,” she tells me. I know that she realizes where she came from was
very similar. Out of everyone who works here or comes here, no one will be able to
sympathize or connect to these children like Juliana will, because she was one of them 17
years ago in an orphanage in Romania.
The infant room is bright and airy. Fans are going and the screened windows are open.
There are 11 metal white cribs lined up in the room. All are filled with clean sleeping
babies. A staff member greets me warmly, “Good morning, Mommy,” and continues
rocking two cradles at once. Very few infant Day Cares in the US are this clean and well
maintained. I am beginning to wonder why I am here. Carol requested that I come to
teach the staff infant massage, and to evaluate their child care practices, so my first day is
spent observing the staff and getting to know the infants.
Carol and Noel started taking in Babies in 2005 and have saved the lives of many, yet
sadly they have lost some. Each one of these babies comes from tragedy. All were
abandoned, only the methods were different, and a few are HIV positive. I can’t forget
the tiny infant in the other room and find myself checking on her several times eventually
lifting her off the floor. “Her name is Novella,” I am told. She is 9 months old and weighs
9 lbs. Novella can not hold her head up or grasp my finger. She is so malnourished that I
sense she is dying.
At dinner that night, I talked with Carol about Novella. She was found in a trash pile
and brought to Daddy’s Home a month ago. Carol didn’t realize that she was not in the
infant nursery and told me to move her back the next day. The staff didn’t understand the
critical condition she was in, and were not very cooperative in bringing her back in. “But
she is 9 months old, too old to be in here,” they complained. “We don’t have room for
another crib” was the other excuse. Another crib was found upstairs and I had them bring
it down. After some shuffling, all the cribs fit. Carol found a snuggly infant carrier and I
decided to carry Novella against my heart as much as I could during the day. I fed her
every 90 minutes, and made sure that we made eye to eye contact which is critical to
infant bonding, Novella began to light up, and smile. Some of her normal infant reflexes
were missing, but she was so weak that I hoped that in time they would return. At night I
left Novella in the nursery with strict instructions for her care.
A couple of days later, Novella developed a rattle in her chest as she breathed. Soon a

fever appeared. They gave her some Italian fever reducing drops and I started her on an
antibiotic. Her fever soared and we decided to take her to the hospital that night.
Saint Anne’s Hospital is referred to as ‘the American’ hospital in Vijayawada because
of its supposed newer technology. Perhaps so, but it appeared antiquated to me. I wanted
Novella to receive an IV upon admission, but it didn’t happen. As we took her into x-ray,
they asked me to stand behind the x-ray machine and hold this fragile baby up by her
arms dangling in front of the machine. I was not offered a lead apron, and I refused
emphatically. After insisting that I could hold her as she lie on the table, they agreed and
brought me an apron. The x-ray showed a patch on Novella’s lung, possibly tuberculosis,
the doctor said.
Her veins were so tiny that it took four tries to draw blood for testing. Now we wait
and see. They admitted her into a room with a metal cot and an open window overlooking
the parking lot. I left her with one of the staff from Daddy’s Home that will remain with
her until she comes home.
Home, that’s right. Daddy’s Home. The only home Novella or any of the other
abandoned babies have. Whether they were left at a bus stop as little Audrey was by a
very young mother who fainted from hunger before she walked away from her baby, or
Stacy who just a few days ago was left in the trash bin of the general hospital, or Naveen
who was put under the wheel of a car and only noticed because the car wouldn’t start,
they are all our children.
Now my reason for being here is clear. It is as all my work is, to love the children. On
the wall of the nursery I have written and hung a large sign, that says,
“These Children are Gifts from God.
Love them today so that they can love the world tomorrow.”
There are no coincidences. I am here at this time for a reason, and maybe one of those
reasons was to save Novella’s life.

Lynn with Novella

Juliana with Skye, one of the
abandoned babies in the nursery

Novella in the hospital

Meeting Keerthi: From a Photo to Flesh
When Hayward came to visit in January to introduce me to Care and Share in
Vijayawada India, I decided to sponsor one of the children that needed help. Writing a
check would be simple and would feel good. After looking through several pages of
children’s lost and hungry faces, I decided to choose a child on the basis of a similarity in
my life if one existed. I started reading the profiles and their histories hoping that there
would be one child that I would have a connection with. It was just too difficult to
continue to gaze into those dark eyes anymore. After several heartbreaking stories,
nothing clicked until I read the profile of Keerthi, a 7 year old little girl who lost both
parents to AIDS and was HIV positive herself. She had one brother who was healthy,
lived in a slum and was being raised by her maternal grandmother. The connection comes
from the fact that I am also raising my daughter’s child who happened to be seven as
well. I could relate on several levels. I happily wrote the check, taped Keerthi’s photo
onto the kitchen cabinets and introduced her as our new daughter. That felt pretty good.
About a month later, in a brown envelope, I received my first letter and crayon
drawing from Keerthi, obviously written by an adult, but in her words. She said that her
favorite color was green and she liked to go to school. I shared it with my granddaughter,
and she immediately began drawing pictures to send back to Keerthi. We had a small box
full of trinkets to send her when I decided to go to India. Instead of shipping them I
would hand deliver them to her, which was very exciting. We gathered finger puppets, a
stuffed pink bear and a large stuffed monkey to take as well. They sat in my closet until I
packed. When Jim and Juliana were in Daddy’s Home, Keerthi was brought to the
orphanage to meet them, and they sent pictures of themselves which was interesting.
Keerthi looked like the photo on my kitchen cabinet; same little grin and braids .except
that she was wearing the T shirt that I sent her. Keerthi stayed a week in the orphanage
with Juliana to give her grandmother a break, but Keerthi cried most of the time. I
wondered how my visit would be.
It wasn’t until I got to the orphanage, Daddy’s Home that I really understood the
importance of sponsorship to the children. Each child knows if they have a sponsor or
not, and can tell you all about them. Several children have met their sponsors, especially
those sponsors from Italy who have been able to visit the orphanage while delivering
donated supplies from the Italian office. Some of the children don’t know how old they
are or when their birthdays are because of the circumstances of their past. One visitor
from Italy who sponsors two small boys was visiting his boys and asked them when their
birthday was. Both boys had to admit that they didn’t have birthdays. “No birthday?” he
said. “Why you can have mine!” He gave both boys his birth date, and now they proudly
boast that they have August 28th birthdays together! Each year, the Italian asks that his
friends send a gift to his boys on his birthday instead of giving one to him. What a
beautiful thing to do!
The $300 a year sponsorships go directly to care for the child; housing, food, medical
treatment, clothing, tuition, books and several school uniforms, whether that child lives in
a slum, at Daddy’s Home or in one of the many centers for children in Vijayawada. Care
and Share treats all children equally whether they are Hindu, Christian or Muslim,
whether they are basically healthy or are suffering with AIDS. Their needs are met

beyond just surviving. They are given the chances in life that would never be available to
them otherwise. What they do ask of the children to continue to receive their sponsorship
funds, is to attend school on a regular basis which is 7 hours a day, 6 days a week, 52
weeks a year, which the children gladly do. Wearing the green and white Care and Share
school uniform is a symbol of pride, as is carrying the blue and red backpack through the
villages.
Carol and Noel, founders of Care and Share India continue to support those children
who are not sponsored until sponsors can be found. The more children that are privately
sponsored, frees up thousands of donated dollars which could be spent on teacher’s
salaries and additional programs, The physical aspect of the program; buildings, cars,
generators, etc. are all created and maintained by donations ear marked specifically for
that purpose, and is separate from the care of the children. My friend, Hayward, donated
the money to build a home in Butterfly Hill that will house several hundred children. The
father of a friend in Italy who builds shopping malls is building several homes and the
dining hall on Butterfly Hill as well. But it is the one on one connection of the individual
sponsorship programs that is critical to the care and sense of human value in saving these
children.
I decided early on in my trip that I wanted to go to Keerthi’s home in one of the
slums to meet her. I could really see for myself where this little girl was coming from,
meet her family and could then assess what she needed most. I also felt that since her trip
to Daddy’s Home earlier to meet Jim and Juliana was turned into a visit of a week away
from her grandmother that ended in tears, I wanted her to feel secure and safe that I
would not change her situation except with the love that I was to bring her. Stuffing the
pink bear, large monkey and finger puppets into my backpack, we drove into one of
Vijayawada’s 220 slums. Hers was along the Krishna River. The car honked past
chickens, pigs and cows meandering the narrow streets and beautiful dirty children
waving at the Care and Share car as we rocked back and forth over mud and large holes
in the road. As we past the entrance to the brown polluted river, several women were
washing their clothes on rocks in back breaking work. Along the fronts of the shanties
runs a single trough for water drainage and sewer that empties into the river. In front of
the entrance to each door is a slab of rock that makes a bridge to walk over the standing
sewage. There is no indoor plumbing to be seen, and most of the shacks have dirt floors
and a ratty curtain for the door. The street is alive with daily life; women cooking on
open fires, old men sleeping on mats on the floor, naked children digging in the red dirt
with sticks, and every new turn brings a new nasal sensation.
Keerthi, her brother Chandler, and her grandmother are luckier than most slum
dwellers. They live in a rented concrete building. They share two rooms less than 9x6 ft,
each. One is a bedroom with a single bed and some shelves on the wall that holds photos
of Keerthi’s deceased parents and grandfather. The other room is the kitchen with a gas
burner and a table. Keerthi and her brother sleep on a rotting cot that is leaning against
the wall - no sheets or bedding. By the time we arrive at her house, the neighbors are
gathered by the front entrance, and Keerthi’s uncle and cousin are there to greet us.
Slowly, a little girl wearing braids, the red T shirt that I sent her, and dirty pants makes
her way through the crowd. Recognizing Juliana, she goes to her first and snuggles into
her leg. Keerthi looks a lot like her picture in my kitchen except for her sweet grin. Now
she has a bright beautiful smile. “Hello, Keerthi!” I say to her as I take hold of her hand.

“I’m your Sponsor. I’ve come all the way from America to see you. ” As she reluctantly
lets go of Juliana‘s leg, I continue, “I am also Juliana’s mother. I am so happy to meet
you! I brought you some gifts.” As we sat down on two chairs that were brought from a
neighbor’s house, I reached into my backpack to retrieve the pink bear. I gave it to her
carefully watching her reaction which was almost nonexistent. I pulled out the large tan
monkey with the silly face which brought giggles from the children who were watching,
but no reaction from her. Next came the finger puppets. Suddenly she smiled, wanted to
open them and as I put one on my finger, she began to interact with me. Finally seeing
her enjoying her gift put all of us at ease. Since they were not aware of our coming that
day, her grandmother had gone on a walk. We decided to take Keerthi for the day. We
would start by shopping for new clothes.
We took her to a large 4 story department store which gives Care and Share a
discount when buying clothes for the children. On the 3rd floor in the children’s area,
there are brightly colored dresses hanging against the wall behind the counter. “What
would you like Keerthi”? I ask her as her eyes widen from all the colors. She points to the
dresses. “A frock.” the translator tells me. She quickly whispers to the translator and is
escorted to the bathroom, but it was too late. Her baggy brown pants were soaked. Trying
not to notice, we continue to shop. In the end, we choose two Punjabi’s, an Indian outfit
with a long blouse, loose pants and a scarf, two frocks, one in orange and one blue and
her first pair of underpants times five. We moved on to the bedding department where we
bought new sheets, a blanket and two new pillows. By now, I had noticed that she had
made several trips to the toilet in an hour or so. After doing some personal shopping, and
buying a beautiful dark red silk sari with gold birds for Juliana, we were famished.
We were off to a nice hotel for lunch where we are relatively sure the food was safe.
Inside the hotel was the traditional gift shop, and I took Keerthi inside. She immediately
walked over to the small shelf trinkets and pointed to a figurine of 3 Hindu Gods. “For
my Grandmother, please” she said softly. As I handed it to her, she held it close.
“Anything else?” I asked her. She walked over to the toys and chose an airplane and a
baby’s pull toy. I put them on the counter for her. On another shelf she chose a package
of pencils, five markers, a pencil sharpener and a pencil case. We added them to her other
things.
By this time, I had gotten into a conversation with the cashier, who was now
interested in Keerthi’s situation. “Would you ask her what else she would like to have? “
I asked the cashier. After speaking amongst themselves for a minute, she answers, “Dots.
She wants a roll of sticky dots.” “Dots? What are those?” I asked her. She pointed to her
forehead and said, “The red dot that goes on a young ladies forehead, of course!” We all
smiled and from underneath the counter, she pulled out several styles and colors. Keerthi
chose a variety of children’s dots with sparkles, as would any young lady.
I asked her to pick out some candy to take back, and she chose two candy bars. We
wrapped everything up and went directly to the bathroom to wash our hands. She had
never been in a western bathroom and had never used toilet paper, so we showed her
how. She didn’t know how to turn the water on in the sink, and was unsure of the method
to wash her hands. “Wet, add soap, rub your hands together, and rinse.” Awkward at first,
she did it the second time pretty well. Before I could stop her, she dried her clean hands
on the filthy pants that she had been wearing and had wet earlier in the day. She jumped
back as I turned on the hand blow dryer.

As we walked into the restaurant, Keerthi was stared at with looks that were unkind to
say the least. She did look terribly out of place. Even though her hair was neatly braided,
she was lice infected and her clothing was that of a slum child. I hadn’t even considered
changing her into one of her are dresses before we entered. Juliana took her back to the
car and transformed her from a street urchin to a princess in just a few minutes. She was
greeted as a real guest this time instead of an unwanted visitor. We had a good lunch even
though Keerthi ate in the traditional way, with her right hand, and merely watched in
amusement at us using forks. During lunch, she left to use the bathroom again several
times. Before dessert, I asked Juliana to go with her, and upon returning said that Keerthi
had blood in her urine.
Being HIV positive had not been a concern for me until then. How sick was she? I
told our driver and translator to ask her if she was in any discomfort or pain to which she
replied, “Some” I called the director of Care and Share’s Medical department even
though it was late Sunday evening and he assured me he would personally take her into
the hospital the next morning. I felt she was in good hands. She finished a bowl of ice
cream, and came and sat down on my lap shivering. I never realized that this was her first
time in air conditioning and that she wasn’t enjoying it nearly as much as I was.
When we returned to the slum after the day, the entire neighborhood was waiting for
us. I met her grandmother, who was my age, but appeared much older. She was in tears at
the sight of Keerthi in her new dress carrying her bags of new things. Keerthi gave the
toys to her brother and baby cousin, opened the candy bars taking large gooey bites
giving the baby his own. I privately handed the grandmother 1000 rupees, the equivalent
of about $25.00 for food, and promised that I would buy the children a new bed. We
hugged each other sharing a special bond of Mother-Grandmother and left. Keerthi ran
after me, grabbing my hand as I walked back to the car. “Sheff-oo, Keerthi” I said to her
as we got to the car. “Repeat after me, Keerthi. Someone in America loves and cares for
me.” She looked into my eyes and said, “Someone in America loves me!” “You’re
right, Sweetheart! I really do!” She ran beside the car until we turned the corner. I
watched her fade away into the other children of the slum. She and I will never be the
same.

Meeting Keerthi at her home

Buying Keerthi a new bed

Keerthi in one of her new dresses

Some Elephants in India are Larger than Others.
One will Kill You.
During our first morning here at Daddy’s Home, The smells of curry and seasonings
beckoned us into the cafeteria where most of the children had eaten their fill of couscous
with vegetables and milk from round metal plates and metal cups. Forks and spoons are
given to the children and occasionally you will see a few of the younger tykes trying to
manage some bites of food with them, but it appears very time consuming and not very
efficient. The rest of the children eat with their fingers as most of India does. Ajay, a
very independent two-year old is finishing his plate of food. He is sitting alone at a table,
so we join him with little notice as he carefully digs into his white mush deliberately
picking out everything that appears to be green or red, then with lightning speed, one by
one flicks them onto the floor by his chair. Flies are everywhere by the hundreds even
landing on his face, but his mission is too focused to bother with sparing a second to shoo
away a few. Once his mush is clean of any vegetables he quickly eats, only to slow down
as an older boy who is noticeably mentally disabled comes by to pour more milk into
Ajay’s mush then reaches for Ajay’s unused fork and begins to feed him. In no time at
all, Ajay hops down, stands to finish his cup of milk, sets the metal cup on the plastic
dining table and finally says, “Good morning Mommy.” as he toddles away.
We were scolded for eating with the children and asked not to do it again. Our meals
would be especially prepared in a sanitary kitchen so that we would not get sick, and
brought to the private dining area for visitors. Being careful not to offend, we agree and
actually look forward to much quieter but less interesting meals with the rest of the
adults. Ajay’s adorable antics would continue to amuse us without the aspects of food.
Eating in the cafeteria was not a good move for Corey and Juliana who both got
intestinal diarrhea with body aches. An unpleasant occurrence in most foreign countries
and one we wanted to prevent. We had discussed not drinking the water, eating only food
that had been fully cooked, and eating nothing raw as in salads or fruit, which they did
not, but the cafeteria experience did them in anyway. I was especially careful after that,
and watched as some other volunteers became sick in the days that followed. Georgia, a
young girl from Italy became so ill with high fever that she was taken to the hospital.
There were evenings when only one or two would be at dinner.
Toilet paper is expensive in this area and is not used by the majority of people. Their
method for cleaning after a bowel movement is to use a bucket of water to rinse
themselves. The problems seem to arise when they don’t follow up with proper hand
washing which is nearly impossible in the slums or on the streets. Soap is readily
available and is used here in the orphanage. Children are encouraged to take two soapy
showers everyday, and are given ample time for it.
I made it eleven days relatively sick free, and really tried to beat the odds and only get
a mild case, but alas, it was not meant to be. I believe my downfall was a small slosh of
local milk that I put into my coffee. I suffered one of the most painful episodes of
stomach cramps, diarrhea, fever and body pain that I have experienced since 1995 in
Romania. While in and out of my fever, I was aware of several people coming in and
checking on me, making sure I was drinking glucose water, had pain reliever, and once
even gave me an ice bath which would have felt heavenly in my hot as hell room with no

air-conditioning if I hadn’t been so sick. They asked several times if I wanted to go to the
hospital, and I refused as strongly as possible each time, staying aware of my avoidance
of foreign hospitals. When my fever broke 36 hours later, I finally decided that perhaps it
would be better to continue to live rather than to die in an effort to relieve the pain. I was
a sweaty, matted, bug bitten sore mess, but I made it through ready to try some plain rice
and a cold glass of Pepsi. There’s not anything much worse than being sick in a foreign
country except dying in one. And that is not my idea of the way I want to go!
There is a giant elephant in India’s room. It’s not the kind that is a blissfully happy
icon that is carved out of wood or brightly painted. This one doesn’t bring the bearer
happiness or success. It’s the huge elephant that no one will admit to being there, right in
plain sight. The elephant is AIDS. India’s national campaign on Aids Awareness has
been a national disaster. Andhra Pradesh is in India’s lower south east area, bordering the
ocean. This state is the fifth largest state in India with a population of 76 million people.
The real shocker is that 14% are HIV positive. Whole villages are being wiped out one
AIDS case at a time. Because Andhra Pradesh is mostly agricultural, and the daily laborer
makes less than $2.00 per day, India’s race to be a world class competitor in technology
and production won’t share the burden of the decrease in lives, yet. Given that the Indian
government has formally accepted 16 different languages as “official,” and there are at
least 7 different caste levels to separate each other there are very few common grounds in
which to unite to battle this pending catastrophe. The biggest unifier would be that 80%
are Hindu, but without a religious change of venue, that would change the course of
religious history, we need to look at other possibilities. The next best unifier would be
money, as it always has been, but with one of the poorest states in the AIDS crisis, their
entire “rice bowl’ of Andhra Pradesh must be dealt the murderous hand of AIDS to get
their attention. And without education, it will happen. HIV stops for no one.
While Corey and I rode through the villages near Vijayawada on a motorcycle, twisting
through the thousands of slums and thatched roof huts we wondered how easily
accessible condoms were in the local canteens. We were given a tinge of hope when we
slowly drove up to some shops where several condom type single packages were hanging
vertically in full view front and center. Upon stopping, what we thought were condom
packages were simply shampoo packets. No condoms available. In the city of
Vijayawada, with its bustling 1.2 million people, we checked local stores, markets and
malls, unable to locate a single one. Granted, just looking for a condom isn’t a research
study, but it does tell us something. With an HIV positive epidemic in 14 percent of the
population, with condoms, the safest and most cost effective way to reduce infection,
more nonexistent than in popular supply, the AIDS epidemic in India is a runaway train
heading for the populace of Bombay or New Delhi.
Should Americans be concerned? Absolutely, if you use any type of technology
concerning computers, mobile phones or you have anything to do with one of the
thousands of companies that invested billions into India’s workforce.
This a country that still gets upset over public displays of affection, but has become one
of the worlds largest film producers in Bollywood of American types of film, and has one
of the worlds largest populations of poor and illiterate in the industrialized world. How
can India continue to publicly deny its people have sex by denying an education program
on AIDS? It’s not just sex; it is families that are lost, children left under bridges, and
destitute grandparents burdened with orphaned children. It’s a new generation that will be

uneducated, sick themselves and will be unable to help India solve its tremendous
problems of tomorrow.
As we were driving to Butterfly Hill, the new facility that will house several hundred
children that Carol and Noel are expecting in the next year or so, I asked her about AIDS
education. She told me that all their children are taught about AIDS and its prevention.
“But it’s sad, you know.” she continues. “After a cities population reaches 1% affected
with AIDS, there is no turning back. It can’t be stopped. That is why we are here. To get
the ones left, HIV positive or just orphaned. It will take over India. It already has here in
Andhra Pradesh.”
As we entered the compound, there were several signs along the road: “Butterfly Hill A Home for Children with Aids”. “Oh,” I said, “all the kids that will live here will be
HIV positive? “
Carol laughed and said, “No, but the signs lowered the property values so much that we
were able to buy ten more acres!” They will need it.

A village store – what we thought were condoms
turned out to be shampoo packets

The sign Carol made to devalue the property

As I leave India, I am leaving a Beautiful Gift

My three weeks in India are drawing to a close. Soon I will be leaving Care and
Share’s Daddy’s Home and its 600 abandoned children. I came here with my oldest son,
Corey to hopefully make a difference in the lives of not only the children, but in the
people who work here. My daughter Juliana who is 17 began volunteering here in India
barely 2 months ago and I really wanted to see the life she has chosen to live for now. I
am leaving impressed, in awe of all the work that two people have done in less than 10
years, and I am proud of the great leap my daughter has made in her young life.
This has been unlike any other humanitarian aid trip I have ever made .I have traveled
all over the world and have seen unbelievable poverty and human rights abuses, most
which are caused by ignorance and misguided power. India in that respect doesn’t fall
short. This city, Vijayawada with a population of 1.2 million has 220 slums. Every one
that I have been through is a living nightmare fore those whose lives are spent there.
I witnessed my first case of polio in a young child. The mother approached Carol, the
founder of Care and Share, outside of one of the literacy centers and asked us to take her
baby. When Carol saw that the child was suffering from polio, she asked the mother why
she had not given the polio drops to the baby that she had been given months ago. It was
finally determined that the young mother had sold the drops and now the child will have
to live with the devastating effects of polio. In another incident, a one year old infant was
brought to our car window as we were leaving one of the poorest slums along the river.
The child had serious burns on her arms from the open cooking fires. On another trip, a
grandfather waved down our Care and Share jeep to ask us to take his 11 year old
grandson.
We were taken to a jail for young offenders between the ages of 8 and 17. It
consisted of two rooms approximately 15ft by 40 ft each. Thirty five boys lived there,
never leaving the two rooms. For 16 hours a day they would sit cross legged in rows on
the floor “so they would be too sore to run” if they had a chance. As we sat in chairs
facing the boys, the new offenders came up one at a time to admit their crimes. “I held
the arms of a boy while my friend slit his throat,” said one 9 year old boy. “I ran away
from home and got caught by the police. I have been here 4 months. None of my family
will come take me home,” said a 13 year old. Carol asked him if he had ever gone to
school, and he replied that he had finished the 7th class. She looked at me and said he
would be accepted into Daddy’s Home soon.
Carol took us to “Jenny’s Home,” a school for the children of prostitutes. It is the
only educational facility in the city that will educate, feed and give medical care to the
children during their mother’s working hours. Many of the children’s mothers have gone
into Care and Share’s rehabilitation programs but others have refused to leave the streets.
Until they do or die from disease, their children will be well taken care of.
I have gotten that feeling about every program I have seen here. The hard work is
being done to save thousands of lives. There is no degree of importance in helping
another human being. Each hand given with out any expectation of reward is a gift from
the soul and touches the giver and receiver equally. That is the unlimited beauty of
sharing our compassion and lives .It is the only purpose we exist for, to look upon those

in crisis and to then lift them higher. Each of us in return is raised in the light of love.
The 9 month old infant Novella, who was dying when I arrived almost three weeks
ago, is back from the hospital. Her tuberculosis test was negative .The culprit was
pneumonia; the antibiotic that I began before she went into the hospital no doubt saved
her life. She is back in the nursery at Daddy’s Home eating a new diet of calorie rich
foods and is being held and loved each day. She has gained 4 ounces in less than one
week. I think she will live. Five toddlers were adopted by Indian couples while I was
here, and only 6 new children were brought here to live. I taught the importance of infant
bonding, touch through massage and basic gentle infant care to the staff. As I touched
their lives, they touched mine.
As I leave for home in the U.S., I am leaving behind my ultimate gift to the children of
Care and Share India, my daughter Juliana, who like me is dedicating her life to the
children in crisis of the world. She has realized that this is where she belongs for now. A
high school diploma will be in her near future as that hangs over her as the last step to
independence. There is no school in the world that will give her the education she is
receiving here in India. I am very proud of her. This work is probably one of the hardest
things she will ever do, but it has become her passion. Without living our lives following
our dreams and passions, we live lives full of “what if’s” and “if only’s”. Where just a
few weeks ago, Juliana was struggling to find a place in this world where she could feel
at peace and accepted as a young lady of Gypsy ancestry in a society that is often not
accepting of people of color, she feels at home with the children of India. My dream for
her in the years to come is that she pulls from within the strength of the amazing woman
she is becoming, a confidence in herself that will give her the power to move mountains.
If you let them go with passion on their wings they will fly. She is well on her way.
Namasté
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